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1. Introduction. For the non-specialist ear the most salient 
characteristic of the authentic oral performance of Coast Tsimshian telts, 
after the elotic phonology, is their poetry. This paper elplores some of the 
aesthetic dimensions of a ten fragment from the William Beynon manuscript 
(1980). I One of the points of departure for this project is an oral 
performance interpretation based (1) on analogy to other telts for which 
there are aural records, and (2) on an interpretation of William Beynon's telt 
diacritics. 

Tsimshian tellers of stories work from memorized telt models. Some rely 
heavily on these rote versions; others are able to be more spontaneous and 
creative in their elaboration of their memoriZed treasures. Certain parts of 
telts are intrinsically more important than others; certain parts of teltS are 
especially significant to the personal elperience of the individual story teller. 
For both these reasons particular story tellers have carefully elaborated and 
fashioned precise wordings for their focal passages. They have passed on 
their own poetic finishing to their successors. As a result of countless 
generations of poetic tradition and refinement, some parts of telts now 
elhibit the most remarkable and sophisticated aesthetic properties. This 
paper is about one such telt fragment. 

2. The telt fragment. This section presents the telt passage under 
discussion. It is from the telt Nyt/J 01' the People 01' the Torch lights as told 
by Issac Tens of Hazelton and Mathew Sheppard of Port Simpson, recorded 
by William Beynon (1980, volume I, ntlmber 6). 

I The Beynon Manuscript contains of a number of Ilossed and interlinearly translated Coast 
Tsi_bian texts that William Beynon collected in the 1920's and 1930·s. Fraoz Boas trained 
William Beynon u a JiOlUistic field worter. William Beynon wu a native speater of the Coast 
Tsi_bian 11D8Ul8fl. He sent the texts to Boas IS be collected them. Duriq World War II. the 
library at Columbia University received this collection of texts. In subsequent years it remained in 
the library arcbives. for the most part. unnoticed and forgotten. Michael Krauss rediscovered the 
manuscript in the late 1970's and convinced Columbia University to microfilm it. The 1980 date 
refers to the University of Columbia's microfilm copyrilht. The manuscript consists of more than 
10,000 band-written Plies and contains some 250 different texts. 
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Ip I, line 21 Ip 1. line 31 
S~D\ al);C!k~. Gl~l'a aj~ajl<;~ 3ft 'a!a <;iGla'a,2 
very hard how lived people at this time 
... and were having a very hard time 
... [who) were having a very hard time 

lp t,line 41 
'a!<;~t Gl~l'ai! a.t)D\ t 1O.t)I·at ta! hln 
never knew will how spear salmon 
as the people did not know how to spear the salmon, 
for the people at this time did not know how to spear salmon. 

ajO 'al a 3~ hln 
altho plenty salmon 
altho there was plenty of salmon 
Although there was plenty of salmon 

'ata'al !ko'ks~nt a.t)D\ t D\ak't 
but [can't do it) will catch 

the people did not know how to catch them 
the people did not know how to catch them 

Ip l, line 51 
'aa'a !a·s.t)D\ aal~k.t)t 'as<;~ a~D\ a~D\ la'a<;.~t. 
and very close to die for starvation 
and they were now nearly starved 
and they were now of the verge of starvation. 

3. Stichometric Interpretation. Even in the absence of an aural record 
for this telt fragment certain poetic properties are apparent. Let the term 
stichoOJetrics refer to the study of these non-aural properties. The 

2 The text orthography is a FONTlStJcTN simulation of William Beynon's handwriting. 
FONTlStieTN is a bitmap lont editor lor the Maclntosh™. Altsys Corporation (720 Avenue F, 
Suite. 108, Plano, Texu, 75017, (214) 424-4888) published FONTlStieTN in 1986. Although 
Beynon's orthography (which is partly phonetic and partly phonemic) conforms for the most part to 
technical orthographies in use in the early part of the twentieth century, nevertheless its 
transliteration into a modern phonetic orthography requires substantial interpretation that 
fundaaenta1ly aflects the If&IIlIl&lical (especially phonological) analysis of these Tsimshian texts. 
Page and Hne numbers refer to the format of the original hand-written text rather than to any 
ethnopoetic interpretation. The second English translation is from a typewritten English version 
accompanying the original handwritten manuscript. 
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following stichometric interpretation of the text fragment conforms to the 
basic principles of ethnopoetic interpretation set out by Hymes (1976). Each 
line is a content-unit centering on a principal verb/predicate. 

S~lIl ()J~~k~. fIl~l·a (l3~&3JC;~ 1ft 'a~a c;iflla'a. 
very hard how lived people at this time 

'a~c;~t ~l'ai~ &~1Il t fIl~I'at t.a~ hJn 
never knew will how spear salmon 

&30 'al & 3~ hJn 
altho plenty salmon 

'atcr"al ~ko-ks~nt &~1Il t lIlak't 
but (can't do it] will catch 

'a&'a ~a's~lIl &al~k~t 'asc;~ &~1Il &~1Il la'at.~t. 
and very close to die for starvation 

The fragment constitutes a stanza in terms of content; it is set apart from the 
adjoining parts of the text. It is an insert into the description of the initial 
situation, an aside that describes the plight of humanity in the mythic time 
before the present salmon-food order: 

I t was at the headwaters of the Skeena: 
here is where a people once lived, 
a great chief and all his family. 

The people of this time lived in great hardship 
for they had never known how to spear salmon 
and although there was salmon in abundance 
yet they did not know how to catch it 
and they were very close to starvation 

The chief had a daughter 
and he watched her closely 
as to how she would marry ... 
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This five line stanza has the line tag structure 

ada 
ada.3 

It exhibits a rigidly symmetrical content parallelism with one enveloping 
structure nested in another: 

A The people of this time lived in great hardship 
B for they had never known how to spear salmon 

-B',-A' and though there was salmon in abundance 
B yet they did not know how to catch it 

A' and they were very close to starvation 

There is also a rigidly symmetrical thematic role/grammatical relation 
parallelism:" 

agent subject « D-structure object) 
agent object + patient subject 

theme subject 
agent object + patient subject 

agent subject « D-structure object) 

people 
people + salmon 

salmon 
people + salmon 

people. 

4. Preliminaries to a strophometric interpretation. Let the term 
stropboOletrics refer to the study of those ethnopoetic features that only an 
aural record captures. Then the strophometric properties of Coast Tsimshian 
poetry include (1) hyper-prosodic (dramatic) lengthening of selected 
syllables, (2) pause, and (3) minor third cadence (Dunn 1986). Lines tend to 
have a constant. patterned. number of dramatically lengthened syllables, i.e., 
Coast Tsimshian poetry has stress prosody in which the syllable with 
dramatic length defines the metrical foot. Students of poetry have referred 
to this type of rhythm as accentual verse, skeltonic verse, or tumbling verse 
(Deutsch 1974:91). This is the metrical structure of Anglo-Saxon verse; 

3See Dunn (1985) for a discussion of Coast Tsimsblan line tap • 

.. See section ... J of this paper for a discussion of these syntactic assumptions. 
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Modern English poets, including Scott and Coleridge, have also made use of 
accentual verse. 

A performance interpretation or reconstr~ction of the Beynon 
manuscript text fragment, which is the leitmotif for this paper, must rest in 
an application of these strophometric properties as prototype. The dramatic 
lengthenings which define the metrical feet build on the ordinary prosodic, 
metrical phonological, structures of the language. The interpreter of this text 
fragment must therefore infer the presence of dramatic length in some 
principled way, building on ordinary phonological structure. But the 
metrical phonological structure itself must derive from syntactic structure, 
also in a principled way. As preliminaries, then, to the reconstruction of the 
performance of this text fragment, section 4.1 presents a set of provisional 
assumptions about the syntactic structure of the Beynon fragment, and 
section 4.2, building in a principled way on 4.1, presents a set of provisional 
assumptions about the fragment's ordinary metrical phonological structure. 

Finally, the Beynon manuscript contains diacritic marks that are 
surely performance elements. Beynon marked some consonants as long 
where consonant length is not predictable; these probably indicate dramatic 
lengthening. He also used commas and periods in the phonetic orthography; 
these probably indicate pauses. 

4.1 Syntactic characterization of the fragment. These assumptions 
inform the following GB5 syntactic characterization of the text fragment: (I) 
X-bar structures assign grammatical relations without reference to thematic
or semantic roles: objects are complements to verbs, subjects are specifiers 
to INFL; (2) lexical structures assign thematic relations without reference to 
X-bar structures: the verb "spear" requires an agentive argument, etc.; (3) a 
particular language might canonically associate a particular grammatical 
relation with a particular thematic role: the Tsimshianic languages 
canonically associate theta-agent with the direct object; (4) Coast Tsimshian 
verbs c-select or subcategorize only for direct objects, not for oblique 
arguments; (5) Coast Tsimshian verbs s-select or assign thematic roles to 
oblique arguments in the same way that they s-select for subjects; i.e., 
oblique arguments are indirect subjects; (6) the prototypic X-bar structure' 
for Coast Tsimshian is 

(ep(IP (I' tense (vp verb (NP object)))(NP subject](cp indirect'subject))).' 

5 After Chomsty 1986. 

'See Dunn (1987;1988). 
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1.,S~1I\ &J>.C.l'k~.lc,m~l·a (.,(y,&3~&3J~~ t,llft,1I1 
very hard how lived people 

with grellt d.illlculty is how the people liyed 

(.,a.l'a ~ima·a. (c, .. ,u.l'~~t I)~l·ai.l' pro, (c,&~1I\t 
at this time never knew will 

(.,m~l·at21.,ly,ly~a.l' hJnl t,1 PIlO, t2111111 
how spear salmon 

it W6S 6t this time that they did not know bow to spe6/" slllmon 

Ic,&30 'al .. ,It"&3~) hJnll 
altho plenty salmon 

IIItho there WIlS plenty of slllmon 

(c,ata'al(IP~ko'ksoi)nt projlc,();>l\t ly,lIUlk"t pro,IPIlO,11I 
but can't do it will catch 

but /hey did JJot know how to atch /hem 

Ic,«&'« (1,11".l'«·S~1l &alpk~tl pro, 
and very close 

Ic,as~~ ~Il 1t,ly,ly&;l1l la·a~~t.1I PRO.UJI 
to die-of -starvation 

IlIJd tbey lVere DOIV of the verge 01' StlirVlltion 

4.2 A metrical grid characterization of the fragment. Coast Tsimshian 
is a stress-timed language. Minimal, demi-beat prominence, with a value of 
o in the grid, attaches to all syllables. Syllables with prominence values 
greater than 0 mark the isochronic timing units. The leftmost basal syllable 
in each noun, verb, or adjective takes word stress or lexical prominence, 2 in 
the grid. In a phrasal grouping the rightmost syllable with lexical 
prominence takes the phrasal stress, 3 in the grid. Non-lexical words, i.e., 
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COMP.INFL, or adverbial clitic elements, take beat level. minimal isochronic 
unit prominence, 1 in the grid, in such a way as to insure that no more than 
two consecutive syllables have 0 prominence. 

3 
2 
I 
o 

3 
2 
I 
0 

3 
2 
I 
0 

3 
2 
J 
0 

3 
2 
f 
0 

* 

* 
* 
* 
* * 

* 
* * 

* 
* 

* .. * 

* .. .. .. 
IIPSdm ()J~ ~kd.lcpwdl·a IIPlyp()3d ()3Jtd t.) Itt. H) 

very hard how lived people 

* * 
* * 

* .. .. * 
* .. .. .. * .. * .. .. .. 

liP "ala tim "a Icpllpaltdt Wd I'ail pro.lcp()dmt 
at this time never knew will 

* .. * 
* .. * 
.. * * * 

Itp wdl'at 2ltpl ypl yc;.al hJn) tal PIO. t2)H))) 
how spear salmon 

* 
* * .. * .. * .. .. 

Icp()30 "al Ilpll'()3~) hJn)) 
altho plenty salmon 

* * 
* * .. * * .. .. .. * .. * * 

Icp "ata"alllplko'ksdnt pro .Icp()dmt I ypmak"t pro. )PIO. H) 
but can't do it will catch 
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3 
2 
1 
0 

3 
2 
1 
o 

*' 
* * * * 

Ie, 'ao'a 1I,II·.l'a·s~1I\ 
and very 

*' 
* * * 

*' 
* 
*' 
* * 

oalpk~t I pro. 
close 

* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
*' 
* * * 

Ie, 'asc;~ O~1I\ 1I,Iy,Iy Oy1l\ la'ac;,~t.1I PRO.IIII 
to die-of -starvation 

5. The poetic foot. Assign poetic prominence (P-Ievel in the 
following grids), i.e., dramatic length, to every syllable that has 
beat-level (1) or greater prominence and to every syllable that 
Beynon marked with a long consonant. Note that (t.) is 
ambisyllabic; in each of its occurrences in the text it assigns P
level prominence to the syllable that already qualifies for 
dramatic length on other grounds. 

P P ....... I P .. .1 P .. .1 P .. .1 
3 * 1*1 1*1 * 
2 * 1*1 * * 
1 *' * * * 
0 * * * * * * * * * 

II,s~D\ OJ>,C .l'k~.1 e,(l)~l·a 1t,ly,03~ 03JC;~ t.llet.))) 
very hard how lived people 

P P .... I P .. .1 P .... I P .... I 
3 1*1 * 1*1 * 
2 1*1 * 1*1 * 
t * *' * * 
0 ** * * * * * * * * 

II, 'a.l'a c;icoa 'a le,ll,.a.l'c;~t co~ l'aU pro.le,o~1I\t 
at this time never knew will 

P P ...... .! P .... .! 
3 1*1 * 
2 1*1 * * 
1 * * * 
0 * * * * 

II, ~l·at2 1I,ly,lyc;,a.l' hJn) t.) PRO. t2HHH 
how spear salmon 
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P 
3 
2 
1 
0 

P 
3 
2 
1 
o 

P 
3 
2 
I 
0 

P 
3 
2 
I 
0 

P .. '! P ... ..! 
1*1 * 
* * 
* * 

* * * * 
Icp()jo 'cd hpl,'()jv I hJnll 

altho plenty salmon 

P .. ./ P ... ./ P .... I 
1*1 * * 
1*1 * * 
* * * 
* * * * * * * 

Icp 'atcl'al I,p.tko·ksdnt proalcpad)l\t Iyp)l\ak't proalPROal1l 
but can't do it will catch 

P .. ./ P .. '! P ... .! 
1*1 1*1 * 
1*1 1*1 * 
1*1 * * 

* * * * * * 
Icp 'a()'a (,p( .. .ta·Sd)l\ ()alpkdt I pro a 

and very close 

P .. '! P.'! P ... I 
1*1 (*1 * 
1*1 * * 
* * * 
* * * * * * * 

Icp 'as«;d ad 11\ (,p(yply ()y)l\ la'a<;'dt.1I PRO.IIII 
to die-of -starvation 

6. Strophometric interpretation. The principle of accentual rhythm in 
combination with Beynon's pause diacritics suggests that this fragment 
consists of six poetic lines, the first three with four feet each and the second 
three with three feet each. A pause divides each line into two half -lines. 
Elcept for the fact that the third line now has two principal verbs, this 
revision confirms and enriches the fragment's stichometric features. Each 
new line (and all but one of the half-lines) is a major syntactic unit; there is 
still a definite line tag structure; the symmetrical, enveloping parallelism is 
intact. 
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P 
S~1I\ (b~tk~. 
very hard 

p p 

'ata <;iwa 'a. 
at this time 

p p p 

w~l-a a3~a3J<;~ 1ft 
how lived people 

p p 
'at<;~t w~ I-ait 
not knowing 

p p p p 

a~1I\t w~l-at c;,at hJn 
to how spear salmon 

a30 'al a3i> hJn 
though plenty salmon 

p p 
'ata'al tko-ks~nt 
and not know 

p p p 

p 

a~1I\t 1I\ak't 
to catch it 

'aa-a ta-s~1I\ aal~k~t 
and now very near (narrow) 

p p 

'as<;~ a~1I\ ai>1I\ 
to to death 

p 
la'ac;,~t . 
starvation 

7. Ornamental consonance. This text fragment, in its revised poetic 
form, brings into focus a typical ornamental feature of Tsimshian poetry, a 
feature that has unusual richness and texture in this carefully refined 
passage. This ornamental feature or device is one part alliteration and 
another part end-rhyme. Yet it is neither. It is more than alliteration, the 
successive repetition of syllable onsets, because it is the successive repetition 
of onsets and parts of onsets along with syllable codas and parts of codas. It 
is less than rhyming, the successive repetition of syllable rimes (peaks plus 
codas), because the repetition often does not involve the syllable peaks. A 
general term that analysts of poetry use is "consonance," the successive 
repetition of consonantal material. In this sense of the term, the Tsimshian 
device includes initial consonance, both complete (succession of identical 
syllable onsets) and partial (succession of similar syllable onsets). and final 
consonance, both complete and partial. But it is still more, for it also includes 
occasional rhyming, both complete and partial. It is simply and generally 
the succession of phonetically similar (sometimes identical) phonetic units. 
Its roots lie in part in the extensive reduplicative or chameleon 
morphological structures, both inflectional and derivational, of the Tsimshian 

10 
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grammar. It is the interplay of chameleon morphology with the dramatic 
lengthening that constitutes poetic prominence in the metrical or prosodic 
structures of oral performance. The following version of the fragment 
isolates and numbers the various consonance sets. 

P p p p 

S~JR t)J>.C!k~. 
&l>.C!k 

m~I'a &3~&3lt~ I~t 
&3&jlt; :I 

p p p p 

'ala tima 'a. 'a!t~t m~ l'ai! 
2 'a! t Q) 'a!t t Q) a ! 
3 Q)(l'a'a! Q)~l'ai! 

2 
3 
'i 

5 

6 

7 

p p 

&~JRt Q)~l·at t,a! hln 
Q) t tal 
fl)~l·atta! 

hln 

p p 

'ata'al !ko·ks.;)nt 
ks.;)nt 

p p 

p 
()';)JRt JRak't 
&~JR t JRak't 

!a's~JR &al~k~t 
! ()al 

p p p 

'ast~ ().;)JR ()~JR la'at,~t. 
8 &';)JR &~JR 

hln 

8. Strophometric re-presentation and translation. The following 
presentation and translation of the fragment is an attempt to be sensitive to 
the poetic features this paper discusses. 

S~lI\ o5>;clk~. 
'fila ~iwfi'a, 

O~lI\t w~l'at ~al h5n 
'fita'al lko'ks~nt 

'(lo·fi 
'fis~~ O~lI\ O~lI\ 

II 

w~l'a 03~oj5~~ SH 
'fil~~t w~ l·fiil 
030 'al o3~ h5n 
O~lI\ t lI\fik't 
lfi 'S~lI\ ofil~k~t 
lfi'a~~t . 
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it was hard 
in those old days 

how to spear salmon 
no, they'd not found 

and thus 
even to the death 
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